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The relativistic string theory was born in 1960s. The stimulus was an observation that the dual model of
hadronic interactions proposed by Veneziano is adequate not to the quantum theory of usual (null-

dimensional) particles but to the theory of one-dimensional relativistic objects -- the strings. It has been
immediately found that a self-consistent quantum theory of (bosonic) relativistic strings can be constructed in

frames of standard quantisation scheme only in a space-time of dimension 26. Inclusion of fermions has
decreased this critical dimension to 10. However, it is evident from the experiment, that elementary particles
and their constituents live' in the space-time of dimension 4. The attempt to show that extra 6 dimensions are
compactified on the scale of Planck's length, in the spirit of old ideas by Kaluza-Klein, just created further
complications. This book differs from traditional presentations of the classical and quantum theory of

relativistic strings by two aspects.

I describe the noncritical c1 string theory in the continuum from the point of view of topological symmetry.
NATO Science Series Series C Mathematical and Physical Sciences vol 564. View NonCritical String Theory

Research Papers on Academia.edu for free.

Non Critical

It is argued that a gravity theory in five dimensions coupled to a dilaton and an axion may capture the
important qualitative features of pure YM theory. Precedentemente al Landau Institute di Mosca ed in questo
momento alluniversità di Princeton Poljakov è conosciuto per i suoi contributi fondamentali nella teoria
quantistica dei campi incluso il lavoro su ciò che è adesso chiamato monopolo di t HooftPolyakov nella

teoria di gauge nonabeliana realizzato indipentemente anche da Gerardus t Hooft. For very small one should
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interpret this as a string that is far too light to in uence gravity and which simply propagates in
sixdimensional Minkowski space. This title proposes and consistently implements an idea of mathematical
modelling and computer visualisation of topologically nontrivial solutions of the. I do not think it is possible
really believe or experimentally check now but all modern physical doctrines suggest that out world is NOT
4dimensional . Avinash Dhar. ical matrix description of all noncritical string theories with c 1 matter content
such as pure gravity c0 the exact solution of Ising on random dynamical graphs c12 2829 or the 2D string

theory on the selfdual radius 3032. Usually in string theory one considers the target spacetime to be
10dimensional for superstring and 26dimensional for bosonic string to get rid of the conformal anomaly.
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